representational media: namely, paintings, sculpture, architecture, and works on paper, objects that are highly valued for their aesthetic, expressive, and rarified qualities. But studies in American art, especially art of the long eighteenth century, have grown well beyond the traditional boundaries of the fine arts to tackle the interpretive and historical challenges of things once dismissed as merely decorative, vernacular, or ephemeral; things, in other words, usually associated with material culture studies. Jules Prown encouraged the field to move in this direction over thirty years ago, and although some scholars have critiqued the discipline as slow to meet this challenge, historians of early American art have increasingly brought their skills of formal analysis and critical methodologies to bear upon a range of non-canonical objects. 2 
4
This material turn, to invoke a phrase currently threading through humanities discourses, is evident in the objects that participants presented at the SEA roundtable. Ethan Lasser discussed an orrery crafted by the Boston inventor Joseph Pope in the decade immediately following independence from Britain. Amy Torbert presented a mezzotint that pictured a standoff between a barber and a British officer in New York. Dana E. Byrd focused upon a tobacco box owned by a Virginia planter and etched with images of smokers, black laborers, and allegorical figures. Louis P. Nelson analyzed a pair of "Blackamoor" figures in an English country house that, unusually, represented the figures as enslaved. In various ways, these objects manifested the circulation of things and ideas throughout the Atlantic world, evoking how art follows empire, as Sir Joshua Reynolds suggested near the close of the eighteenth century. 3 Each one connected people, actually or imaginatively, in distant corners of the colonies to the metropole of London, the capital city of British America. 4 
5
The material heterogeneity of these objects is also important to note, for even as they linked London and the Americas, they concurrently registered cultural differences between colonial places. In post-revolutionary Boston, as Lasser explains, Pope emulated British models in crafting his orrery -distinguishing his work from a scientist in Philadelphia who devised an altogether original design. Torbert observes that the mezzotint registers the particulars of revolutionary activity in New York through the careful inscription of personal names -thereby suggesting how publishers on London's Fleet Street mapped the political conflict on New York's Barclay Street. Byrd notes that the two sides of the tobacco box balance representations of the Old and the New Worlds: one side assembles laborers into a scene of tobacco production, while the other gathers Europeans in a scene of tobacco consumption. Nelson argues that the pair of Blackamoor figures signal the colonial reach of their collector, William Blathwayt -a government official who, from his London office and Gloucestershire estate, supervised British expansion into the West Indies and the slave labor upon which the plantation economy depended.
6
By exploring how objects mediate relations from place to place within the British empire, these authors engage pressing issues and new directions in cultural studies. In addressing matters of collecting, display, circulation, and epistemology, Lasser and Nelson engage scholarship on the formation of scientific knowledge in the colonial world, including recent work on natural history and cartography. 5 Lasser and Torbert complicate assumptions about the emergence of an American national identity by drawing out the British character of objects made during and after the American Revolutionary period; in so doing, they join historians and literary scholars who have underscored the lingering Englishness of early American culture. 6 Torbert and Byrd tease meanings out of the Art Follows Empire: new scholarship in Early American art history Perspective, 2 | 2015 material surfaces of paper and silver, thereby locating mezzotints and tobacco boxes within critical discourses of materiality and the senses. 7 Byrd and Nelson deploy critical race studies -an approach that is productively reshaping much of American art historyto understand how objects actively reified racial ideologies within the slave societies of the Greater Caribbean and Britain. 8 
7
Collectively, these authors represent key directions in early American art history. In asking how objects organized scientific knowledge, registered political contestation, and signified racial hegemonies, they reveal material entanglements between colonial entrepôts and expand the study of American art history beyond the fine arts.
Ethan W. Lasser │ Boston, an orrery 8 In 1788, the Boston clockmaker and inventor Joseph Pope finally completed the orrery that he had begun working on some twelve years before, in 1776. Pope's model, which demonstrates the relative motion of five planets around the sun, is crafted of gilded and silvered brass, glass, and mahogany. 9 Measuring more than six feet across and loaded with ornament, it is both larger and more elaborately decorated than most British and Continental examples of the form. Comprised of glass panels decorated with signs of the zodiac and cast bronze figures of Isaac Newton, Benjamin Franklin (with lightning bolt in hand), and James Bowdoin (the governor of Massachusetts and a staunch supporter of science), the lower skirt competes with the upper planetary section of the model for the viewer's attention. In this way, the orrery juxtaposes the heavenly sphere against the earthly one. It also roots knowledge about the planets and their orbits in the transatlantic theorists (Newton and Franklin) and supporters of science (Bowdoin) who produced this knowledge.
9
As the first orrery produced in Boston, and the third such model produced in North America, Pope's instrument garnered considerable praise and attention during the late eighteenth century. Bostonians extolled the "noble and useful machine" and described the orrery as "a valuable piece of mechanism" that brought "honor to the artist and to the country to which he belongs." 10 Soon after it was finished, the orrery was acquired by Harvard College and immediately dispatched to the Philosophy Chamber, which served as an elegant meeting space, as a lecture hall for the teaching of astronomy and natural philosophy, and as a treasury room where the College presented its greatest trophies. The orrery was the only scientific instrument in Harvard's 148-piece collection that was permanently displayed in this space. The college owned two other orreries, of British manufacture; yet while these instruments were locked away in the "Apparatus Closet," Pope's orrery was prominently installed amongst other impressive works, including fulllength portraits by John Singleton Copley, engravings of important Revolutionary war battles, and a 500-piece mineral collection donated by a group of graduates on the Grand Tour. In 2017, an exhibition at the Harvard Art Museums will bring these collections together for the first time since they were dispersed in the 1820s. 10 From one perspective, it is not surprising that the orrery was so celebrated. Pope crafted the object during a period in which London dominated the scientific instrument trade. Indeed, of all the instruments stored in Harvard's apparatus chamber, only four were American-made. Boston, State of Massachusetts." Moreover, in the figure of Governor Bowdoin gracefully shouldering the heavens, the orrery also suggests that, in the new American republic, the state would support the production and transmission of scientific knowledge. The orrery is in fact a very real product of this support: Governor Bowdoin is said to have sent the Boston fire brigade to rescue the instrument from a fire in Pope's workshop during the early 1780s, before it was finished. Later, once it was complete, Bowdoin authorized a public lottery to help Harvard raise money to acquire the instrument. 12 11 It is no coincidence, then, that history associates this object with 1776. Like Thomas
Jefferson's seminal declaration of the same year, the orrery would seem to declare a kind of independence. It points toward a new republic free from its former reliance on London instruments and British scientific knowledge.
12 And yet, one must be careful of pinning this object too quickly to a familiar political narrative. Compare Pope's model to the orrery that Philadelphia scientist and inventor David Rittenhouse completed for the University of Pennsylvania in 1771. Rittenhouse, in the words of Thomas Barton, his brother-in-law and patron, set out to construct an orrery "without regard to the ignorant or prevailing taste. What was acclaimed and celebrated in Boston, then -what was proudly "fecit in Boston" and singled out from Harvard's other instruments -was, in the end, an object that was closely tied to, and in many ways dependent on, resources from London.
namely, what did it mean to be an American? The prints reckoned with this evolving question, registering the opinions of parties on both sides of the Atlantic conflict. In so doing, they also epitomized a visual culture of dissolution. In their geographic and material histories, the prints offer a way to see afresh the peculiarity of the American conflict in the British imagination. 16 In January 1775, London newspapers carried a report of a New York City barber who threw an English naval officer out of his shop upon discovering his client's true identity. 16 Sayer and Bennett quickly issued a print about the event to display in the window of their London shop, intending to sell it in English provincial towns as well as American cities. In
The Patriotick Barber of New York, or the Captain in the Suds, the barber Jacob Vredenburgh refuses to finish shaving the face of Captain John Crozier after several men (at left) reveal the officer's title. Typical accessories of the trade -wig stands, boxes, and an assistant hairdresser -clutter the interior, while broadsheets supporting the patriots' cause hang beside portraits of equally supportive politicians. 17 Who, and what, provided the sources for the design and composition of this print? The newspaper article offered the particulars of the event, while the designer's imagination filled in the setting, drawing upon the trope of the "political barber," a stock character of satirical prints whose inflated self-importance and garrulous nature were at odds with his social position. 17 But the source for the surfeit of text remains a mystery. Although the print's designer and engraver have not been definitively identified, someone with firsthand knowledge of New York geography and politics must have been involved in the print's creation. Names of leading members of New York's Sons of Liberty appear emblazoned on the wig boxes together with names, notably, of those whose contributions were not recognized outside of New York until well after 1776. The address -Barclay Street -that appears above the shop entrance is just as significant. Barclay Street was located just off the New York Common, adjacent to the meeting places of the Sons of Liberty between 1770 and 1776, and within sight of their Liberty Pole. By including these details, the print provides a rare historical document of specific contact between London print makers and those with intimate knowledge of New York City. 18 It is tempting to interpret The Patriotick Barber as portraying a highly informed but solidly anti-American perspective. But to do so would oversimplify the many contradictions raised by the Americans' rebellious acts. The stanzas accompanying the print simultaneously celebrate the barber's defiant action and satirize it in mock heroic verse. On the one hand, the corresponding newspaper source humorously imagines that all patriotic American barbers will follow Vredenburgh's lead, so that all loyal British subjects in America will be forced to wear "beards as long as King Nebuchadnezzar's." On the other, real danger lurks here. The couplets state that British soldiers could be sent out into the world as half-shaved "objects of ridicule," and Vredenburgh himself cuts an aggressive figure as he points his knife at Crozier while the shaving basin clatters to the ground, shattering into pieces.
19 Such threats of violence, strength, and unity are mixed into all five prints of Sayer and Bennett's series. At the same time, they feature cues that allow the viewer to respond with laughter or derision, thereby undermining their potency. While the project of American independence rapidly became no laughing matter, Sayer and Bennett purposefully employed the language of caricature to construct a series of prints with contradictory messages in order to attract consumers on both sides of the conflict.
Art Follows Empire: new scholarship in Early American art history
Perspective, 2 | 2015 20 While viewers decoded the prints' subject matter, the material realities of the mezzotints also conveyed the mounting dissolution of the connections between London and its American colonies. In the 1770s, the verb used to describe the breaking apart of two political entities was "to dissolve." We can draw an analogy here to the fragile surfaces of the mezzotints' printing plates, which -although not intended for longevity -remained in use for a decade due to the high demand in both England and America. Mezzotints use variations of texture to model forms, unlike the lines, dashes, and dots employed by engravings and etchings. However, their copper plates exist in a continual state of flux: as they are repeatedly pulled through the printing press, their textures gradually abrade and lose their ability to hold ink. While an engraver can attempt to salvage the design through retouching, ultimately all fine details will dissolve into a faint, irretrievable ghostliness. 21 As pressure mounted during the early years of the 1780s, the human figures in this series of prints came to represent an ongoing threat of loss and displacement for both their publishers and their viewers. The Patriotick Barber of New York therefore offers both material evidence of the pressures experienced by print publishers in running a profitable business and a visual record of the tensions inherent in portraying imperial fragmentation and American unification through English eyes.
Dana E. Byrd │ London and Virginia, a tobacco box 22 In twenty-first century America, medical, social, and legal reasons have made tobacco consumption distasteful to many. In contrast, tobacco in the eighteenth century was a source of profit, misery, and pleasure for the people of the Atlantic World. A small tobacco box, crafted in London and used in Virginia, opens up questions about the relationship of race and tobacco in the Atlantic World that are oceanic in significance. 23 Introduced to Europe by sailors who had become familiar with tobacco through contact with American Indians, smoking began in earnest around 1560. 18 Soldiers, sailors, and traveling merchants rapidly spread its use, and new objects such as pipes, cases, and boxes emerged to support the weed's ritualized consumption. 19 Form followed function: the earliest containers were small (reflecting the high cost of tobacco), and egg-shaped or oval. Most were produced in number, rather than being specifically ordered, and many bore illustrations that seem intended to appeal to smokers with particular interests, religious beliefs, or professions. Tobacco boxes are therefore an intriguing source of information about how the "demon weed" was perceived and used by the society that produced them. 24 The ornamentation on the Winterthur box underscores this social use and gives it a nationalized cast. It depicts three men in conversation: a Frenchman, a Dutchman, and an Englishman. The Frenchman approaches the pair with one hand extended and asks, "Voule[z] vous de rappe?" The term rappe, meaning snuff, harkens back to the early seventeenth century; snuff-takers rasped (or grated) their own carotte (plug) of tobacco to produce a coarse powder for inhaling. The two men decline his offer. The Dutchman, pipe in hand, replies, "No dis [this] been better," while the English speaker, either a colonist or Englishman, asks, "will you have a quid?" A quid is a plug of chewing tobacco, which this man appears to keep in a box. 20 Tobacco, produced in the New World, has been packaged into different forms that the Old World delighted in consuming. 26 An engraved scene on the verso similarly reveals the role of tobacco in the global market while referring to its production in the colonies. The name, Corn Willson, likely that of the owner, and the date -1772, marking the purchase date -are engraved beneath the scene. The scene depicts a man seated on a chair, leisurely smoking a pipe, while two laborers in the background, their heads covered with bandanas, fill and seal hogsheads of tobacco. In the foreground, an oversized Native American, identifiable by a headdress, seems to emerge from a barrel with a bunch of tobacco leaves. She is tended to by smaller figures, one ornamented with a headdress, the other bare-headed. 21 Together, these laboring figures signal the relationship between product (tobacco), origins (Native America), and means of production (slave labor). 27 Despite the fact that the two sides are united structurally as glinting halves of the same box, the quality of the engraving varies on each side. On the recto, the vignette of male figures is created with fine, delicate lines, while the verso is etched in thicker, more expressive lines that rely on a great deal of cross-hatching to create the illusion of depth. This difference in graphic appearance suggests that a single hand created the engraving, using two different sources. 28 The most likely source of the engraving is an English advertisement for tobacco. These lowbrow advertisements, which were found on tobacco papers and wrappers and featured at tobacconist shops, provided a means for imagining the role of Africans in the New World during the two hundred years in which the British shipped over three million of them to the New World. Popular images idealized black servitude and obscured the brutalities of slavery. They also symbolized empire to a general public that had little contact with the realities of slave life in the distant Americas and Caribbean.
22
The popular interpretation of tobacco production and consumption has been transmuted into the box's engraving, and enriches our understanding of how Britons imagined their burgeoning empire. 29 On either side of the Atlantic, anyone that imbibed from the box was treated to a multisensory experience: the shininess would attract the eyes; the surface engaged touch; and the tobacco within aroused smell and taste. The deployment of the box also constituted a social engagement. In London, where one's station was contingent on birth, and one's aspirations to a higher station were built on participation in global markets and knowledge of cultural customs, the box -with its references to European metropolessignified circum-Atlantic commerce. In Tidewater Virginia, where scholars have noted that one's social status was subject to much more mobility, the box may have been read differently. The attendent "tobacco mentality" of planters such as Corn Willson suggests that the box would have been received as a signal that its bearer was not simply wealthy, but had the ability to cultivate high quality tobacco. This ability to produce or, more accurately, to supervise those that labored to produce, improved one's public reputation and the feeling of self-worth. Following the contraction of tobacco markets between 1750 and 1770, the flaunting of the tobacco box would have signaled its owner's improving status in society, while communicating his financial independence and social prestige. Blathwayt's half-scale Blackamoors standor, more precisely, kneel -at an extraordinary threshold: one where the press of imperial consumption passed through the ownership of real persons as exotic personal servants, to the anonymous representations of real persons as attributes in portraits, to the generic sculptural representation of anonymous persons as domestic ornaments. The imperial project commodified the black body, and as consuming patterns evolved, the black body shifted from real, to represented, to mass-produced. By the early eighteenth century, the hunger for such fashion triggered the production of a wide range of collectible black bodies, from ceramic figures of African servants for the chimney piece to Blackamoor heads on dinner plates and cutlery, revealing, as Catherine Molineux has argued, "the deepening association of black servants with trade goods and domestic prosperity." 29 35 Not surprisingly, the increasing presence of collectible Africans as objects in houses mirrored the swelling numbers of actual black persons in Britain. By 1770, the capital city of London had a black population of 5000. 30 And newspapers in Bristol, Liverpool, and in other port cities regularly printed advertisements for the sale of slaves or requested the recovery of a runaway. Such notices closely linked the public spaces of Britain with those of the British Caribbean, at least until the Somerset Act of 1772, which hindered legal slavery in England and raised the specter of moral shame associated with the trade, even as the wealth of the empire depended on it. By the end of the century, the moral critique of slavery launched by abolitionists diminished the popularity of black bodies in British elite portraiture. 
